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Abstract 

We address the issue of agents reasoning about 
other agents’ nonmonotonic reasoning ability in 
the framework of a multi-agent autoepistemic 
logic (AEL). I n single-agent AEL, nonmonotonic 
inferences are drawn based on all the agent knows. 
In a multi-agent context such as Jill reasoning 
about Jack’s nonmonotonic inferences, this as- 
sumption must be abandoned since it cannot be 
assumed that Jill knows everything Jack knows. 
Given a specific subject matter like Tweety the 
bird, it is more realistic and sufficient if Jill only 
assumes to know all Jack knows about Tweety in 
order to arrive at Jack’s nonmonotonic inferences 
about Tweety. This paper provides a formaliza- 
tion of all an agent knows about a certain sub- 
ject mutter based on possible-world semantics in a 
multi-agent AEL. Besides discussing various prop- 
erties of the new notion, we use it to characterize 
formulas that are about a subject matter in a very 
strong sense. While our main focus is on subject 
matters that consist of atomic propositions, we 
also address the case where agents are the subject 
matter. 

Introduction 
Most of the research on nonmonotonic reasoning has 
concentrated on the single-agent case. However, there 
is little doubt that agents who have been invested with 
a nonmonotonic reasoning mechanism should be able 
to reason about other agents and their ability to rea- 
son nonmonotonically as well. For example, if we as- 
sume the common default that birds normally fly and 
if Jill tells Jack that she has just bought a bird, then 
Jill should be able to infer that Jack thinks that her 
bird flies. Other examples from areas like planning and 
temporal projection can be found in [MorSO]. 

One of the main formalisms of nonmonotonic reason- 
ing is uutoepistemic logic (AEL) (e.g. [Moo85]). The 
basic idea is that the beliefs of agents are closed un- 
der perfect introspection, that is, they know’ what 

‘We use the terms knowledge and belief interchangeably 

they know and do not know. Nonmonotonic reason- 
ing comes about in this framework in that agents can 
draw inferences on the basis of their own ignorance. 
For example, Jack’s flying-bird default can be phrased 
as the belief that birds fly unless known otherwise. If 
Jill tells Jack that she has a bird called Tweety, Jack 
will conclude that Tweety flies since he does not know 
of any reason why Tweety should not be able to fly. 

Note that in standard AEL agents determine their 
beliefs and especially their non-beliefs with respect to 
everything they believe. Thus, if we think of Jack’s be- 
liefs being represented by a knowledge base (KB), then 
Jack’s belief that Tweety flies follows in AEL because 
the KB is all he believes or, as we also say, because 
Jack only-believes the formulas in the KB. (See [LevSO] 
for a formalization of AEL with an explicit notion of 
only-knowing.) If we want to extend autoepistemic 
logic to the multi-agent case, the strong assumption of 
having access to everything that is known is not war- 
ranted when applied to knowledge about other agents’ 
knowledge. In other words, while an agent may have 
access to everything she herself knows, it is certainly 
not the case that she knows everything agents other 
than herself know. How then should Jill, for exam- 
ple, conclude that Jack autoepistemically infers that 
Tweety flies without pretending that she knows every- 
thing Jack knows ? Intuitively, it seems sufficient for 
Jill to assume that she knows everything Jack knows 
about Tweety, which is quite plausible since Jack heard 
about Tweety through Jill. Thus if Jill believes that 
all Jack knows about Tweety is that he is a bird and, 
hence, that the flying-bird default applies to Tweety, 
then Jill is justified to conclude that Jack believes that 
Tweety flies. 

In this paper, we present an account of multi- 
agent AEL which explicitly models the notion of only- 
knowing about a subject matter, which we also call 
only-knowing-about, for short. The work is based 
on possible-world semantics and takes ideas from a 
single-agent version of only-knowing-about [Lak92] and 
combines them with a multi-agent version of only- 

in this paper for stylistic reasons. However, the formalism 
presented allows agents to have false beliefs. 
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knowing [Lak93]. 
None of the existing approaches to multi-agent 

AEL [MorSO, MG92, Ha193, Lak9312 addresses the is- 
sue of only-knowing-about and are thus forced, one 
way or the other, to unrealistic assumptions when 
it comes to reasoning about the autoepistemic con- 
clusions of other agents. Morgenstern and Guer- 
reiro [MorSO, MG92], for example, run into the prob- 
lem of what they call arrogance, where an agent i 
ascribes a non-belief to an agent j only on the ba- 
sis of i herself not knowing whether j has this belief. 
Their solution is to heuristically limit the use of such 
arrogant behavior depending on specific applications. 
In [Lak93, Hal93], the only way to model the Tweety 
example is to assume that Jill knows a/d Jack knows. 

The multi-agent AEL OL, of [Lak93] is the starting 
point of this paper. OL,‘s syntax and semantics are 
presented in the next section. We then extend OL, 
by incorporating an explicit notion of only-knowing- 
about. Besides discussing various properties of the 
new notion, we use it to characterize formulas that are 
about a subject matter in a very strong sense. While 
our main focus is on subject matters that consist of 
atomic propositions, we also address the case where 
agents are the subject matter. We conclude with a 
summary of the results and future work. 

The Logic OL, 

After introducing the syntax of the logic, we define 
the semantics in two stages. First we describe that 
part of the semantics that does not deal with only- 
knowing. In fact, this is just an ordinary possible- 
world semantics for n agents with perfect introspection. 
Then we introduce the necessary extensions that give 
us the semantics of only-knowing. The properties of 
only-knowing are discussed briefly. A detailed account 
is given in [Lak93]. 

Syntax 
Definition 1 The Language 
The primitives of the language consist of a countably 
infinite set of atomic propositions (or atoms), the con- 
nectives V, 7, and the modal operators Li and Oi for 
15 i 5 72. (Agents are referred to as 1,2,. . . , n.) 
Formulas are formed in the usual way from these 
primitives.3 Lia should be read as “the agent i be- 
lieves CY ” and Oicu as “cu is all agent i believes.” A 
formula cy is called basic ifl there are no occurrences 
0fOi (l<i<n) ina. 

2Some notes on multi-agent AEL appear also in [HM84]. 
There has also been work in applying nonmonotonic the- 
ories to special multi-agent settings such as speech act 
theory, e.g. [Per87, AK88]. Yet these approaches do not 
aim to provide general purpose multi-agent nonmonotonic 
formalisms. 

3 We will fr eel use other connectives like A, > and s-, y 
which should be understood as syntactic abbreviations of 
the usual kind. 

Definition 2 A modal operator occurs at depth n of 
a formula CY ifl it occurs within the scope of exactly n 
modal operators. 

For example, given CY = p A L~E~(L~Q V YOsr), IL1 
occurs at depth 0, Lz at depth 1, and Es and 02 occur 
both at depth 2. 
IIefinition 3 A formula Q is culled i-objective (for 
2 = * 1 )... n) ifl every modal operator at depth 0 is of 
the form Oj or Lj with i # j. 

In other words, i-objective formulas talk about the ex- 
ternal world from agent i’s point of view, which in- 
cludes beliefs of other agents but not his own. 
For example, (p V L~Q) A 103Llp is l-objective, but 
(p V L2q) A 1L103p is not. 

The Semantics of Basic Formulas 
Basic formulas are given a standard possible-world se- 
mantics [Kri63, Hin62, Hin71], which the reader is as- 
sumed to be familiar with.4 Roughly, a possible-world 
model consists of worlds, which determine the truth of 
atomic propositions, and binary accessibility relations 
between worlds. An agent’s beliefs at a given world 
w are determined by what is true in all those worlds 
that are accessible to the agent from w. Since we are 
concerned with agents whose beliefs are consistent and 
closed under perfect introspection, we restrict the ac- 
cessibility relations in the usual way. The resulting 
logic is called KDd/& .5 
H)efinition 4 A Ir’D45,-Model 
A4 = (W, x, R1, . . . , R,J is called a KD45,-model (or 
simply model) ifl 

1. W is a set (of worlds). 

2. K is a mapping from the set of atoms into 2w. 
3. RiCWxWforl<i<n. - - - 
4. R; is serial, transitive, and Euclidean’ for 1 < i < n. 

Given a model M = (W, X, RI, . . . , Rn) and a world 
w E W, the meaning of basic formulas is defined as 
follows: Let p be an atom and Q and /3 arbitrary basic 
formulas. 

wt=p - w (5 T(P) 
u)+Cl e w/+a 

w+crV@ G3 wj=xr or w+@ 
wJ=L;a +==+ for all w’, if wRiw’ then w’J=o 

The Canonical Model 
It is well known that, as far as basic formulas are con- 
cerned, it suffices to consider just one, the so-called 
canonical model [HC84, HM92]. This canonical model 
will be used later on to define the semantics of only- 
knowing. 

*See [HC84, HM92] for an introduction. 
5We use the subscript n to indicate that we are con- 

cerned with the n-agent case. 
6Ri is Euclidean iff VW, w’, w”, if WRiw’ and WRiw”, 

then W’Ri w”. 
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Definition 5 Maximally Consistent Sets 
Given any proof theory of KD45,, and the usual notion 
of theoremhood and consistency, a set of basic formulas 
I’ is called maximally consistent iff I’ is consistent 
and for every basic c~, either a! or 1~ is contained in 
r. 

The canonical KD45,-model M, has as worlds pre- 
cisely all the maximally consistent sets and a world 
zu’ is &accessible from w just in case all of i’s beliefs 
at w are included in w’. 

Definition 6 The Canonical KD45,-Model Me 
The canonical model is a Kripke structure M, = 
(W,, X, RI,. . . , &) such that 

1. WC = (w 1 w is a maximally consistent set). 
2. For all atoms p and w E WC, w E r(p) iflp E w. 
3. wR~w’ i$ for all formulas L~Q, if Lice E w then 

cy E w’. 

The following (well known) theorem tells us that noth- 
ing is lost from a logical point of view if we confine our 
attention to the canonical model. 

Theorem 1 M, is a KD45,-model and for every set 
of basic formulas I’, I? is satisfiable7 ifl it is satisfiable 
in MC. 

The Semantics of Only-Knowing 
Given this classical possible-world framework, what 
does it mean for an agent i to only-know, say, an atom 
p at some world w in a model M? Certainly, i should 
believe p, that is, all worlds that are i-accessible from 
w should make p true. Furthermore, i should believe 
as little else as possible apart from p. For example, i 
should neither believe Q nor believe that j believes p 
etc. Minimizing knowledge using possible worlds sim- 
ply means maximizing the number of accessible worlds. 
Thus, in our example, there should be an accessible 
world where q is false and another one where j does 
not believe p and so on. It should be clear that in order 
for w to satisfy only-knowing a this way, the model A4 
must have a huge supply of worlds that are accessible 
from w. While not essential for the definition of only- 
knowing, it turns out to be very convenient to simply 
restrict our attention to models that are guaranteed 
to contain a sufficient supply of worlds. In fact, we 
will consider just one, namely the canonical model of 
KD45n. Let us call the set of all formulas that are 
true at some world w in some model of KD45, a world 
state. The canonical model has the nice property that 
it contains precisely one world for every possible world 
state, since world states are just maximally consistent 
sets. 

With that agent i is said to only-know a formula o 
at some world w (in the canonical model) just in case 

‘A set of basi c formulas I’ is scstisfiable iff there is a 
model M = (W,R,RI,...,.&) and w E W such that w+y 
for all y E r. 

cy is believed and any world w’ which satisfies Q! and 
from which the same worlds are i-accessible as from w 
is itself i-accessible from 20. 

Definition 7 Given a model M = (W, r, RI, . . . , R,J 
and worlds w and w’ in W, we say that w and w’ are 
i-equivalent (w xi w’) ifl for all worlds w* E W, 
wRiw* iff w/&w*. 

Given an arbitrary formula CE, a world w in a model 
M, let 

WbOia c for all 20’ 8.t. w Mi w’, wR~w’ iff w’~=cx. 

A formula a is a logical consequence of a set of formulas 
I (I’/=o) iff for all worlds w in the canonical model M,, 
if wky for all y E I’, then wk=a. As usual, we say that 
a is valid (/=a) iff {} +=a. A formula cy is satisfiable iff 
icy is not valid. 

Some Properties of the Logic Here we can only 
sketch some of the properties of OL,. The logic is 
discussed in more detail in [Lak93].8 See also Halpern’s 
logic of only-knowing [Ha193], which is closely related 
to OLL,. 

Given Theorem 1, it is clear that the properties of 
basic formulas (no Qi ‘s) are precisely those of KD45fa. 
Concerning only-knowing we restrict ourselves to the 
connection between only-knowing and a natural multi- 
agent version of the stable expansions of autoepistemic 
logic [Moo85]. 

Definition 8 i-Epistemic State 
A set of basic formulas r is called an i-epistemic state 
ifl there is a world w in M, such that for all basic y, 
+Liy ifly E r. 
Given a set of basic formulas r, let r = {basic y ] y # 
I’}, Lir = {Liy ] y E I’}, and 1LiF = {‘Liy 1 y E i?}. 

Definition 9 i-Stable Expansion 
Let A be a set of basic formulas and let bKDQs denote 
logical consequence in KD45,. r is called an i-stable 
expansion of A i$ 
I’ = {basic y 1 A U Lir U lLiFb,,,,y}. 

Note that the use of b,,,, instead of logical conse- 
quence in propositional logic is essentially the only dif- 
ference between Moore’s original definition and this 
one. The following theorem establishes that the i- 
stable expansions of a formula CY correspond precisely 
to the different i-epistemic states of agent i who only- 
knows CP. 

Theorem 2 Only-Knowing and i-Stable Expansions 
Let a be a basic formula, w E WC, and let l? = 

{basic Q I w~L~cv}. Then W~Oi~ iff I? is an i-stable 
expansion of (a). 

(See also [Ha1931 for an analogous result.) 

‘As a minor difference, [Lak93] uses 1C4& instead of 
I(o45, as the base logic, that is, beliefs are not required to 
be consistent. 
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E-Clauses We end our discussion of OL, by extend- The crucial part of the semantics then is the con- 
ing the notion of a clause of propositional logic to the struction of WI=,;. It is obtained in two steps. First 
modal case (e-clauses) and show that i-epistemic states we collect all the beliefs of i about 7r in a set I’: ;. 
are uniquely determined by the i-objective e-clauses Theorem 3 allows us to restrict ourselves to i-objective 
they contain. This will be useful in developing the se- e-clauses only. What does it mean for i to believe an 

e-clause c that is relevant to n? A reasonable answer 
seems to be the following: any formula that is believed 
by i and that implies c must mention the subject mat- 
ter. For example, if x = {p) and all i believes at w is 
(p V q) A r, then the clauses selected to be relevant be- 
liefs about r are (p V q) and weaker ones like (pV q V s). 
However, neither (pV r) nor any clause not mentioning 
p are selected. (p V r) is disqualified because it is con- 
tingent on r, which is also believed, thus not conveying 

- - 
mantics of only-knowing-about in the next section. 
Definition 10 E-Clauses 
An e-clause is a disjunct of the form 

(\ljliV (I Lj,CiV Q lLjidi), 

a’=1 d=u+l i=v+l 

where the la are literals and the ci and di are themselves 
e-clauses. 

Definition 11 Extended Conjunctive Normal Form 
A basic formula cy is in extended conjunctive normal 
form (ECNF) i$a = A tii and every IY~ is an e-clause. 

Lemma 1 For every basic CY there is an cy* in ECNF 
such that /==cu zs CX*. 

Every i-epistemic state is uniquely 
i-objective e-clauses it contains. 

determined by the 

Theorem 3 Let I’ and I? be two i-epistemic states. 
If I’ and I” agree on all their i-objective clauses, then 
r = r’. 

We now extend OL, to a logic that allows us to ex- 
press things like “x is all agent i knows about subject 
y.” A subject matter is defined as any finite subset 
7r of atoms.g For every agent i and subject matter X, 
let Oi (r) be a new modal operator. 0; (r)a should 
be read as “CY is all agent i knows about x.” If we 
refer to a subject matter extensionally, we sometimes 
leave out the curly brackets. For example, we write 
Qi(p, q)cy instead of Oi({p, q})a. Formulas in this ex- 
tended language are formed in the usual way except 
for the following restriction: Oi(a) may only be ap- 
plied to basic formulas, that is, for any given 0; (7r) Q, 
the only modal operators allowed in CY are L1, . . . , L,. 
Given a formula cx and a subject matter 7r, we say that 
cy mentions R iff at least one of the atoms of x occur 
in 0. 

To define the semantics of Od(n)a, we follow an ap- 
proach similar to [Lak92], where only-believing-about 
is reduced to only-believing after “forgetting” every- 
thing that is irrelevant to 7r. Given a world w and 
a subject matter 7r, forgetting irrelevant beliefs is 
achieved by mapping w into a world w]n,i that is just 
like w except that only those beliefs of i are preserved 
that are relevant to 7r. Assuming we have such a ~],,a, 
then i only-believes cy about 7r at w just in case i be- 
lieves it at w and i only-believes Q at w],,i. 

‘The results of the paper do not hinge on n being finite. 
What matters is that we have a way to refer to each subject 
matter in our language. If 7r is finite, this can always be 
done. 

any information about p. 
Given I?: a it is then easy to define w],,i in such a 

way that it believes only the formulas contained in I’: i. 
Definition 12 Given a world w in the canon&al 
model M,, let 

Y,i = {c 1 c is an i-objective e-clause, w/=Lic and 
for all i-objective basic CY, if wkLia 
and bc~ 1 c then Q mentions ~1. 

Lemma 2 Given a world w of M, and a subject mat- 
ter 7r, let 
Al ={LiY I Y is i-objective and LiI’r,;bLiy} U 

{‘Lay I y is i-objective and L;I’F,iIfLg} 
AZ ={l 11 is a literal in W} lJUj+{LjY I LjY E W} U 

Uj#i{lLjY I lLjY E wI* 
Then Al U A2 is consistent. 

Definition 13 Given w, rr, and Ai and A2 of the pre- 
vious lemma, let Wlr,i be a world (= maximally con- 
sistent set) that contains Ai and AZ. 

Note that by containing AZ, w],,i is exactly like w ex- 
cept for the beliefs of agent i. Furthermore, Ar makes 
sure that agent i at w],,i believes no more than what 
follows from r;,+ , that is, the agent believes only what 
is relevant to the subject matter X. 
Lemma 3 wln,i is unique. 

With this machinery we are finally ready to formally 
define the semantics of Oi(r)a for any basic formulas 
Q and subject matter I: 

w~Oi(~)~ c wI~,~~=O~CY and w/==Lia. 

Satisfiability, logical consequence, and validity in OL: 
are defined as for OL,. 

Some Properties of Only-Knowing-About 
So far we do not have a complete axiomatization 
of only-knowing-about. The following properties, 
which are natural generalizations of the single-agent 
case [Lak92], suggest that our definitions are reason- 
able. 
Definition 14 Given a formula cy, 
let rITo = (p I P is an atom that occurs in cy). 
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1) ~O;(n)a > L& 
Follows immediately from the definition. 

2) +O;(r)a if #cy and r m, = {}. 
In other words, an agent cannot only-know something 
about 7r that is totally irrelevant to X. 

3) /=Oi(7r)a z Oi(7r)/3 if t==cy f /?. 
In other words, the syntactic form of what is only- 
known about ?r does not matter. 

4) ~oi(p)(pvq) 3 (‘LipAlLlqAlLi’pA1La-S). 
Here, assuming any of the beliefs of the right-hand-side 
implies that i must know more about p than just p V q. 

5) bOi& > Oi(n,)a. 
This says that, if all you know is cy and if the subject 
matter spans everything you know (see Definition 14), 
then surely cx is all you know about this subject mat- 
ter. 

The following theorem characterizes cases where rea- - 
soning from only-knowing-about is the same as reason- 
ing from only-knowing. This is interesting for at least 
two reasons. For one, only-knowing has a much simpler 
definition than only-knowing-about. For another, -the 
theorem tells us that even though one usually does not 
know all another agent knows,- there are cases where 
one may pretend to know all the other agent knows 
without drawing false conclusions. This will be very 
useful in the following section, where we show that Jiil 
is indeed able to infer that Jack believes that Tweety 
flies. 

Theorem 4 Let a and /3 be basic formulas such that 
7r’p & ?T*. Then +Oi(7i-*)cr > Lip # /=Oicu > Lip. 

Jack, Jill, and Tweety Revisited 
We now demonstrate that our formalism 
model our initial Tweety example correctly. 

is able to 
Let us as- 

sume that all Jack believes about Tweety is the flying- 
bird default for Tweety (cr.) and the fact that Tweety 
is a bird (/?). 
Q = [Bird(Tweety) A 4$,,~~Fly(Tweety)] 3 Fly(T.) 
/? = Bird(Tweety) 
The subject matter Tweety can be characterized as 
the set of relevant predicates that mention Tweety, i.e. 
R = {Bird(Tweety), Fly(Tweety)}. We then obtain 

j==Ojack(~)(~ A P) 3 LjackFly(Tweety) (1) 
Proof : To prove this fact, note that 7raAp = 7r. 
Thus Theorem 4 applies and it suffices to show that 
kOjack(o A ,8) > Lj,,kFly(Tweety). It suffices to 
show that bOjaek (a A ,8) GE Ojock(Bird(Tweety) A 
Fly(Tweety)), since bOj,,k(Bird(Tweety) A 
Fly(Tweety)) > Li,,kFly(Tweety) follows immedi- 
ately from the semantics of Ojaek. 

Let wbOjaek(Bird(Tweety) A Fly(Tweety)), that 
is, for all w’ such that w zjack w’, wRj,,kw’ 
iff w’b (Bird(Tweety) A Fly(Tweety)). For 
all wi s.t. . w w: 

- . I -3 ack we obtain that 
w’b(Bird(Tweety) A Fly(Tweeyy)) iff w’ba A p since 
w’j=TLjaCklFly(Tweety). Thus wbOjack(a A P). 

Conversely, let wbOjack(o A P), that is, for all 
W’ such that w Xja,k W’, WRja,-kw’ iff w’b (a A 
PI- 
W’. 

Let w’ be any world such that w Mjack 

Let w’/=Bird(Tweety) A Fly(Tweety). Then 
wb=~r A fl and, hence WRjackW’. Conversely, let 
wRja,kw’. Obviously, w’bBird(Tweety). Assume 
w’#Fly(Tweety). Then W’~Ljack~Fly(TWefdy) by 

assumption. Then there is a world w” such 
that w i%ja,k W” and W”~=LjacklFly(TWeety) A 
Bird(Tweety) A Fly(Tweety). Hence w”f=(o A 

P) and, therefore, WRjackW”, contradicting the 
assumption that W’~LjaeklFly(TWeety). Thus 
wbOjaek(Bird(TWeety) A Fly(Tweety)). 

Given (1) and kLi(cu > p) > (Lacr > L$?) for all o, /3 
and i, we immediately obtain the desired result 

bLjilZOjack(n)(a A P) 3 LjirlLjackFly(TWeety), 

that is, if Jill knows what Jack knows about Tweety, 
then she also knows what default inferences Jack makes 
about Tweety. 

Strictly n-Relevant Formulas 
It seems very hard to define what it means for a for- 
mula to be about a subject matter on purely syntac- 
tic grounds. For example, while (p > q) is intuitively 
about p, (p > a) A (lp 1 a) (which is equivalent to q) 
is not. Also note that, while (q V r) by itself is clearly 
not about p, (q V r) becomes nontrivial information 
about p as part of the formula (q V r) A (p GE q). Our 
notion of only-knowing-about captures these subtleties 
of aboutness and yields 
that are about a subject 

a useful definition of formulas 
matter in a very strong sense. 

Definition 15 Let CY be a basic formula such that pcx 
and let r be a subject matter. a! is called strictly r- 
relevant ifl Oi (7r) Q is satisfiable for some i. 

Intuitively, every 
strictly 7r-relevant 
about-n. 

piece of inform ation conveyed by a 
formula tells us something nontrivial 

p, dip V (q A P), and (q V r) A (p 5 q) are all strictly 
z-elevant, (P 1 ~)A(PP 1 d, PA(P 1 Q), and (P+P), 
on the other hand, are not. At first glance, one may 
want to include (p V lp) among the p-relevant formu- 
las. After all, Oi (p)(pVlp) is satisfiable. However, the 
mention of p in p V lp seems merely accidental since 
l=((PVlP) = f cr or every valid cr. Thus we feel justified 
in assuming ,that p V lp does not convey any relevant 
information about p. lo The following lemma identi- 
fies a simple case where formulas are strictly about a 
subject matter. 
Lemma 4 Let cx be a basic i-objective formula such 
that /+cr and liflcy. Then CY is strictly r,-relevant. 

Finally, the following theorem allows us to characterize 
strictly r-relevant basic formulas without appealing to 
belief or only-believing-about. 

loIn this light, O;(p)(pV~p) is best understood as saying 
that nothing is known about p. 
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Theorem 5 Let cx be a basic i-objective formula such 
that &x and let r be a subject matter. Let 

I’ = (c 1 c is a basic i-objective e-clause such that 
ICY > c and for all basic i-objective ,0, 
if b=cr > ,t3 and ,t3 > c then /3 mentions rr) 

Then CY is strictly x-relevant iff there are cl, . . . , ck E r 

such that +r\f=, ci > (Y. 

What Does Jill Know about Jack? 
So far, we have assumed that the subject matter is 
a set of atomic propositions, just as in [Lak92]. In a 
multi-agent context, there is at least one other possible 
subject matter, namely other agents. In other words, 
we may want to ask the question what Jill believes 
about Jack’s beliefs. For example, if all Jill believes 
is p V (lLja,kq A P), then all Jill believes about Jack 
seems to be p V 1LjackQ. It turns out to be quite easy 
to formalize these ideas, requiring only minor changes 
to the definitions we already have. 

For simplicity, we only consider the subject matter 
of one agent. Thus for all agents i and j with i # j, let 
O,(j) be a new modal operator. As before, we require 
that Oi (j) only be applied to basic formulas. 
Definition 16 Given a world w in the canonical 
model M,, let 

r;i = {c 1 c is an i-objective e-clause, w+Lic and 
for all i-objective basic a, if w~=Licr 
and /==cu > c then cy mentions Lj). 

Given a world w, let w]j,d be defined just as WI,,; was 
defined with I’yi now taking the role of I?: i. The se- 
mantics of onlylknowing about another agent is then 
simply: 

For example, given i’s knowledge base KB = pA(lLj qV 
q) A LkLjp, where i, j, and k: denote three different 
agents, we obtain 

Finally, if we were interested only in what i herself 
knows about j’s beliefs, that is, if we want to exclude 
LkLjp in the last example, we can do so by modifying 
the definition of I?:, in that we require that cu mentions 
Lj at depth 0. 

Conclusion 
While an agent i in general does not know all another 
agent j knows, i may well know all j knows about a 
specific subject matter X, which suffices for i to infer 
j’s nonmonotonic inferences regarding 7r. In this paper 
we formalized such a notion of only-knowing-about for 
two kinds of subject matters and discussed some of 
its properties. In addition, we were able to use our 
new notion of only-knowing-about to specify what it 
means for a formula to be strictly about a given subject 
matter. 

As for future work, it would be desirable to obtain a 
complete axiomatization of only-knowing-about, sim- 
ply because proof theories provide very concise char- 
acterizations. The first-order case, of course, needs to 
be addressed as well. We believe that our work, apart 
from the specific context of multi-agent autoepistemic 
reasoning, sheds some light on the concept of about- 
ness. However, much more remains to be done before 
this intriguing and difficult issue is fully understood. 
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